Leo Villareal
CONNER CONTEMPORARY ART

Leo Villareal’s sumptuous and transporting light sculptures are firmly rooted in the artist’s interest in underlying structures and rules, particularly the systems-based theories of mathematician John Conway. For more than a decade, the Yale-trained sculptor has been developing a rich visual vocabulary based on the use of multicolored incandescent, strobe, neon, and LED bulbs. His preferred format is a light-studded circular, square, or rectangular wall-mounted structure fronted with translucent Plexiglas that diffuses the changing patterns of the illumination beneath. The effect is part ‘60s psychedelia, part ‘70s disco.

*Origin*, 2006, the sole work in Villareal’s latest show, represents a significant step forward for the artist. A rich, visually complex work of densely sequenced overlapping patterns, it resembles an old theater marquee, with 1,600 equally spaced LEDs on a large base. Inspired by the theories of Isaac Newton as well as those of Conway, Villareal developed a pair of computer codes that cause the lights to flash, fade, or glow. The matrix is programmed to create nonrepeating patterns that suggest stars in the heavens, microscopic cellular activity, the heaving of the ocean, and dense urban grids.

The genesis of *Origin*, and of the artist’s work with light in general, dates back to the 1997 Burning Man festival in Nevada’s Black Rock Desert (he returns to the event annually). The artist needed a way for himself and other members of his Disorient Tribe to locate their base camp amid the thousands of revelers on the featureless expanse of desert. The result was a work fashioned from sixteen strobe lights visible from up to two miles away. The random patterns generated by the device ultimately sparked Villareal’s exploration of rule-based cellular automata programs, particularly Conway’s Game of Life (the artist has said that his works are portraits of Conway’s rules).

Villareal has used LEDs before, but the scale of *Origin* makes it feel more visually aggressive than viewers who know his work might expect. Additionally, he has succeeded in using his medium to define space (recalling the oeuvres of Dan Flavin and Fred Sandback), but the kinetic narrative patterning of this work goes further and actually *invades* space. When a single light appears to course up and down the darkened work before stopping in the center and exploding (think of using an ultrasophisticated version of Lite-Brite to illustrate the Big Bang), for example, it floods the adjacent walls.

Villareal likes to play with our urge to find patterns in randomness and synthesize fragments of information into a manageable whole. At one moment, the work appears to be a black-and-white version of Piet Mondrian’s *Broadway Boogie Woogie*, 1942–43; then the lights scatter, only to regroup and swarm like insects or swim like sperm. At other times, the artist conjures images of blinking lights on nuclear power plant control panels and early computers, manipulating density by programming the lights to fade gradually in and out. Villareal is adept at seducing eye and mind with works that have a beauty underpinned by intellectual exploration. By stripping away color and amplifying scale and complexity, *Origin* introduces a welcome tension, a visual sparring with the viewer that is by turns soothing and jarring, hypnotic and disorienting.

—Nord Wennerstrom
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Kasarian Dane
ROWLAND CONTEMPORARY

The seemingly imperturbable surfaces of hard-edged geometric abstract painting can conceal deeper passions, and such appears to be the case with the recent work of upstate New York–based Kasarian Dane. Dane’s pictures, which are comprised of stripes of solid color, seem the summa of restraint and condensation. But the tightrope that Dane walks in these fifteen untitled paintings from 2006 is to make reductivism a platform for expansiveness.

These exercises in delicate rigor begin with Dane’s attitude toward his materials. All his works are painted on thick sheets of aluminum, giving them a heavy, severe appearance, and are mounted with a row of metal brackets that keeps them precisely an inch from the wall. His oil and flashe paint combination pools oddly on the aluminum and lends its surface a variety of textures, often within the same painting. These range from high gloss to dusky matte. Color and shape are the critical elements here, and it is apparent that whatever equipoise is evident in each painting was achieved in fits and starts. Dane uses masking in the creation of his color bars, and close examination often reveals earlier episodes in the paintings’ history. What seems bold and decisive, a fundamental there or not there, is shown to be the result of extensive calibration and recalibration, and the effacement of earlier “solutions.”

Dane’s stripes vary in width within individual works from just over an inch to about a foot, and number between three and ten. The artist often sets up situations in which a color seems to echo within a painting, or even in a nearby work (in three instances in this show, Dane stacked four identically sized and chromatically sympathetic paintings, creating a series of mini suites). His fidelity to the endless subtle gradations of tone, shape, and pattern is both earnest and accomplished, exuding the sense of a knotty problem brought to hard-won resolution. Nevertheless, the variables in play—color, texture, width, rhythm, and articulation—may be shuffled endlessly, and the allure of Dane’s project is that each subsequent instance will be as difficult to achieve and interesting to witness as the first.

—James Yood

Kasarian Dane,
*Untitled*, 2006, oil and flashe paint on aluminum, 20 x 40".

—David Carrier

he loved Romantic shabby chic. Like Paul Klee, another miniaturist, he is at once accessible to all and a specialized taste.
Review

Kasarian Dane

Rowland Contemporary, through Jan 6.

These paintings of multicolored strips that run horizontally in some, and vertically in others, seem to float on the walls like bizarre flags of the future. Dane often uses two types of paint in a single piece, yielding oil portions so glossy they look plastic, and matte sections that almost look like velvet in certain light. This textural combination is intriguing, especially when taken in up close.

With their bold and brash color combinations, some of the works in this show, oddly titled “co:lor,” are searing to the eye, while others evoke nostalgic associations by pairing colors that were popular in different decades (a 1980s mauve and a psychedelic 1960s lime-green, for instance), as well as colors associated with holidays (bright Christmas red). We also see a late October orange, baby-pink and -blue, and what appears to be the yellow and blue of the Swedish flag. The width and number of the color strips vary from piece to piece, and the application appears meticulous, though we thought we spotted a renegade drop of sea-green.

Done on aluminum sheets with wall mounts welded to the back, the pieces have a utilitarian presence, but what that implies is tough to determine. But some would make for excellent flat-screen television decoys with their locked color bars.—Josh Tyson
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**Kasarian Dane: color**

**when:** Now through Sat 1.6.07 (Saturdays: 11am-5pm)

**where:** Rowland Contemporary (1118 W Fulton Market, 312.421.6275)

**price:** FREE

**details:** Event Info

Kasarian Dane's deceptively simple paintings feature little more than bands of color, though their composition speaks volumes, recalling traditional nautical signals, or, perhaps, flags from some make-believe country. Each piece is crafted through an intensive process of sanding, painting with oils and flashe, and mounting on hand-fabricated devices that make each work appear to float away from the wall. The vibrant colors are rendered either with an ultra-shiny gloss finish or a flat matte effect that highlights Dane's brushwork.
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